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Abstract: This paper is based on the CFD method to numerically study the manoeuvrability 

of an underwater vehicle. By predicting the straight-line navigation resistance of the 

underwater vehicle, the results agreed well with the test values, which verified the accuracy 

of the numerical method. In addition, two methods of static and dynamic prediction were 

used to solve the self-propulsion point based on the body force method for the SUBOFF 

underwater vehicle with E1619 propeller, and ultimately the relative errors of the two 

methods of the propeller rotational speed and thrust were -1.56% and -4.54%, respectively. 

The performance parameters of the propeller thrust coefficient 𝐾𝑇 and torque coefficient 

𝐾𝑄 were also close to each other base on the two methods, and the relative errors were all 

within 3%. This paper provides a good foundation for the prediction of zigzag test, turning 

circle and other motions of the subsequent underwater vehicle, which is of great significance. 
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1. Introduction 

Since the beginning of the 21st century, underwater vehicles have gradually become an 

important strategic research target. The maneuverability of underwater vehicle is one of the 
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important performances to ensure its navigation safety, and the self-propulsion test is an 

important technical method to evaluate the maneuverability of ships and underwater vehicles. 

Due to the huge cost of the real ship test and the long test period, so finding a technical 

method with the advantages of economy and preparation accuracy is the key focus of the 

current maneuverability research field.  

In recent years, hydrodynamic academics have carried out a large number of 

experimental and numerical computational studies on the maneuvering performance of 

underwater vehicles. At the same time, The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has 

improved greatly in terms of computational capability and accuracy, providing effective 

solutions for solving the hydrodynamic performance of hulls and their surrounding complex 

flow fields, and there is a significant impact on the engineering practice. 

At present, the application of CFD technology can not only simulate the underwater 

vehicles' constrained mode test, but also calculate and solve the maneuvering motion with 

multiple degrees of freedom. And the direct simulation of the underwater vehicle's 

maneuvering motion based on CFD technology has gradually become a research hotspot in 

this field. Yang et al. [1] investigated the hydrodynamic characteristics of a fully attached 

SUBOFF underwater vehicle with an E1619 propeller and obtained reliable self-propulsion 

data. Chase et al. [2] calculated the self-propelled parameters of the SUBOFF underwater 

vehicle with an E1619 propeller and analyzed the performance of the propeller, which 

provided important data references and supported for researches in this field. Li Peng et al. 

[3] used STAR-CCM+ software to numerical simulate the underwater vehicle's self-

propelled model (SUBOFF with E1619 propeller) near the free surface. They found that the 

presence of the free surface mainly affected the pressure distribution on the propeller blade 

surface behind the underwater vehicle, and increased the propeller rotational speed 

corresponding to the self-propulsion point. Cosgun et al. [4] calculated the flow field around 

the SUBOFF underwater vehicle and found that the propeller rotational speed increased as 

the speed increased, while the advanced coefficient remained constant. Wang [5] 

completed a direct numerical simulation of the ship's course-keeping, zigzag test steering and 

turning circle motions based on overlapping mesh technology and motion feedback 

mechanism. Liao et al. [6] simulated the six-degree-of-freedom motion of an underwater 

vehicle’s emergency ascent at a certain depth based on the VOF method and overlapping 

mesh technique. Zhou et al. [7] found that during underwater vehicle ascending, the change 

in longitudinal inclination angle was large, and instability of the roll is prone to occur when 

the underwater vehicle emerged from the water surface. Amiri et al. [8] conducted the static 

drift test on the SUBOFF model using the URANS method and Reynolds Stress Turbulence 

model, and observed a significant interaction between the low-pressure region generated by 

the leeward vortex structure and the free surface. Savas Sezen et al. [9] used steady-state 

RANS method and the SST k-ω turbulence model to solve the flow around three different 

scales of underwater vehicles with their propellers. It was found that the influence of scale 

effect on self-propulsion characteristics would decrease as the model length increased. Liu et 

al. [10] conducted self-propulsion simulation on the full-size SUBOFF underwater vehicle 
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and compared the simulation results with the model with added surface friction correction 

(size reduction by ten times). The wake fraction of the full-size model was lower than that of 

the model size, because the boundary layer on the full-size hull was thinner. They also found 

that the thrust coefficient 𝐾𝑇 and torque coefficient 𝐾𝑄 will increase as the propeller size 

increased. Howan Kim et al. [11] developed a full six-degree-of-freedom CFD maneuvering 

model and performed straight-line and steady turning maneuvering motions on a JoubertBB2 

underwater vehicle, and maneuvering characteristics obtained were in good agreement with 

the test data. P.M. Carrica et al. [12,13] studied the self-propelled motion of the JoubertBB2 

underwater vehicle near the free surface using discrete propeller and overlapping mesh 

methods, and found that near-surface navigation generated considerable vertical forces and 

pitching moments, with the average thrust and torque coefficients in waves being slightly 

lower than those in calm water. And later it was found that the model dimensions would have 

a large effect on the forces exerted on the hull in the study of the underwater vehicle's -10°/10° 

zigzag motion, and that the propeller operating point would change significantly. 

The most critical issue in direct CFD simulation is the coupling problem of the propeller. 

The current numerical methods for studying the underwater vehicle-propeller or ship-

propeller coupling problem can be divided into two categories: the overall modelling method 

and the body force method. When the overall modelling method is used, the computational 

accuracy is high and the interaction between underwater vehicle and propeller can be 

reflected more accurately, but the computational efficiency is low; whereas the body force 

method is simple in modelling, high in computational efficiency, and can comprehensively 

predict flow field information. Zhan et al. [14] used overlapping mesh to process the multi-

body motions of the S175 ship, and simulated the rotation of the propeller based on the body 

force method. The predicted rotational motion parameters of the propeller were in good 

agreement with the test data. Wang et al. [15] used the overall modelling method, descriptive 

body force method, and RANS-BEM iterative body force method to predict the propulsion 

performance of the KCS ship model. The results showed that the body force method can 

accurately predict the overall propulsion performance of the ship, and the RANS-BEM 

iterative body force method has higher computational efficiency compared to the traditional 

iterative body force method. Tan et al. [16] found that there was not much difference in the 

calculation results between the overall modelling method and the body force method when 

studying the overall maneuverability of KVLCC2 ship-propeller-rudder. Wang et al. [17] 

simulated the oblique motion, the yaw motion, the combination of yaw and drift angle motion 

on Planar Motion Mechanism (PMM), and the athwartship force Y, the yawing moment N, 

and the heeling moment K are also acquired. The simulation results are then compared with 

the actual test results, which demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed method in PMM 

simulation. Wei et al. [18] carried out the numerical simulation of underwater vehicle 

emergency surfacing motion at different speeds based on a simplified model of propeller 

volume force. As the results show, the faster the rotation speed, the shorter the time for the 

underwater vehicle to gain steady speed and maintain fixed depth underwater. At the same 

time, with the increase in rotation speed, the fluctuation time of trim angle increases, while 
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the fluctuation time of heeling angle decreases. Wu et al. [19] used the body force method to 

numerical simulate the self-propulsion performance and steady turning motion of the ships, 

and found that the body force method has high accuracy in studying self-propelled motion.  

Overall, the body force method is widely used in solving the self-propulsion 

performance of surface ships and underwater vehicles, which simplifies the modeling of 

propellers, improves computational efficiency, and can be used to simulate the turning, ascent, 

and other movements of ships and underwater vehicles during maneuvering. It is of great 

significance for simplifying their calculations of maneuverability. At present, the body force 

method is a precise and fast numerical method for predicting the self-propulsion performance 

of underwater vehicles, and it effectively solves the self-propulsion calculation in the absence 

of a three-dimensional model of the propeller. Therefore, this paper calculated the self-

propulsion point of the SUBOFF underwater vehicle in deep water based on CFD and body 

force methods, and provided self-propulsion performance parameters for static and dynamic 

prediction. This provides reference significance for applying the body force method to solve 

the self-propulsion performance of other underwater vehicles. 

2. Methodology 

2.1 Governing equations 

The three conservation equations of fluid flow are mass conservation equation, 

momentum conservation equation and energy conservation equation. Fluid is compressible, 

but in the hydrodynamic research of ships or submersibles, the water can be regarded as an 

incompressible fluid, which is true in general, and the velocity field and pressure field can be 

derived by the following formulas [20,21]:  

 𝜕𝑢𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑖

= 0 (1) 
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In order to accurately simulate the turbulent motion, the variables in the equation need 

to be decomposed into two parts: time-averaged and pulsating:  

 𝜙=𝜙+𝜙′ (3) 

Then the time average of both sides of the equation can be obtained to calculate the 

RANS equation for incompressible fluids: 
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where 𝑢𝑖  is the time-averaged velocity component (𝑢1 = 𝑢, 𝑢2 = 𝑣, 𝑢3 = 𝑤) in the 

direction of the Cartesian coordinate system 𝑥𝑖(𝑖 = 1,2,3), 𝜌 is the mass density of fluid 

water, 𝑡  is the time, 𝑝  is the time-averaged pressure, 𝜇  is the molecular viscosity 
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coefficient, 𝑓𝑖 is the component of the external force in the 𝑥𝑖 direction, 𝑢𝑖
′ is the pulsating 

velocity component in the Cartesian coordinate 𝑥𝑖(𝑖 = 1,2,3)  direction, 𝜌𝑢𝑖′𝑢𝑗′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is the 

Reynolds stress tensor.  

2.2 Body force method 

The body force method is to solve the RANS equations by substituting the volumetric 

force generated by the rotational motion of the propeller as a source term. According to the 

coupling form of the body force method and RANS equations can be divided into descriptive 

body force method and iterative body force method, the difference between these two is that 

the descriptive body force method only needs to calculate the wake flow field once, which 

can be substituting into the RANS equations for the subsequent solution, and the iterative 

body force method needs to be calculated in several iterations to update the information of 

the wake flow field continuously. In this paper, mainly adopting the descriptive body force 

method. The specific expression is as follows [22]: 

 

𝑓𝑏𝑥 = 𝐴𝑋𝑟
∗√1 − 𝑟∗ (6) 

 

𝑓𝑏𝜃 = 𝐴𝜃
𝑟∗√1 − 𝑟∗

𝑟∗(1 − 𝑟ℎ
′) + 𝑟ℎ

′
 (7) 
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𝑟ℎ
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𝑅𝐻
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 (9) 

where 𝑓𝑏𝑥  is the axial volume component force, 𝑓𝑏𝜃  is the tangential volume 

component force, 𝑟 is the radial coordinate position, 𝑅𝑃 is the propeller radius, and 𝑅𝐻 is 

the propeller hub radius, where 𝐴𝑥 and 𝐴𝜃 are constants defined as follows:  
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 (11) 

where 𝑇 is the thrust, 𝑄 is the torque and ∆ is the thickness of the virtual disc body. 

3. Computational model and meshing 

3.1 Geometric models 

This paper takes the full-attachment SUBOFF model as the object of study, which is 

proposed by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), including a 
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combination of attachments such as the axisymmetric body, the command console enclosure 

and the rudders. Figure. 1 is a schematic diagram of the fully attached SUBOFF, there is a 

pair of cross-shaped rudder and a command console enclosure located in the front end of the 

parallel midbody. The underwater vehicle views under different orientation are shown in 

Figure. 2. The specific parameters of the geometric model selected in this paper are shown 

in Table 1. 

 

Figure. 1. Model diagram of fully attached SUBOFF underwater vehicle. 

 

(A) 

 

(B) 

 

(C) 

 

(D) 

Figure. 2. Different views of fully attached SUBOFF underwater vehicle. (A) Positive 

along the y-axis. (B) Positive along the z-axis. (C) Reverse along x-axis. (D) Positive along 

the x-axis. 

 

Table 1. Parameters of fully attached SUBOFF underwater vehicle. 

Main characteristics Units Values 
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Overall Length 𝐿𝑂𝐴 𝑚 4.356 

Length between perpendiculars 𝐿𝑃𝑃  𝑚 4.261 

Maximum diameter 𝐷 𝑚 0.508 

Wetted surface 𝑆 𝑚2 6.348 

Displacement ∇ 𝑚3 0.706 

3.2 Setup of calculation domain  

The three-dimensional rectangular domain is selected for the calculation domain, its axis 

coincides with the symmetry axis of the underwater vehicle model, and the origin is located 

at the center of gravity of the underwater vehicle. It’s extended forward for 2.5LOA to the front 

boundary of domain and extended backward 3.0LOA to the rear boundary of domain, with a 

distance of 8D from the surrounding sides. 

The self-propulsion prediction method in this paper is divided into static prediction and 

dynamic prediction. The difference lies in whether the propeller directly drives the 

underwater vehicle forward. For the static prediction, the SUBOFF remains stationary and 

its self-propulsion point is found by determining the balance of thrust and drag by specifying 

the inflow velocity, and for the dynamic prediction, it is achieved by changing the propeller 

rotational speed to propel the underwater vehicle forward at the specified speed. The 

boundary condition settings for the computational domain are shown in Figure. 3. 

 

Figure. 3. Calculation domain and boundary conditions. 

3.3 Mesh generation 

The mesh generation is based on hexahedral mesh. In order to better capture the flow 

details, the multi-layer mesh encryption transition will be performed on the wake of the 

underwater vehicle and its surrounding domain, as shown in Figure. 4, and the surface mesh 

of the underwater vehicle is shown in Figure. 5. 
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Figure. 4. Mesh division of computing domain. 

 

Figure. 5. The surface mesh of the underwater vehicle. 

The mesh type used for self-propulsion calculation in this paper is consistent with that 

used for the straight-line navigation resistance calculation. The difference lies in the mesh 

division at the propeller end of the underwater vehicle. Due to the use of body force method 

to simulate the propeller rotational motion, and there is no real propeller placed at the stern 

of the underwater vehicle, so there is no need to discretize the propeller blades and other 

components. However, it is necessary to refine the mesh in the virtual disk rotation domain 

of the propeller, to ensure accurate description of the surrounding rotating flow field 

information, the specific mesh division is shown in Figure. 6. 

 

 

Figure. 6. Meshing of hull surface and virtual disk. 

3.4 Verification and validation  

3.4.1 Mesh convergence analysis 

Before conducting the numerical simulation, it is necessary to verify the mesh-

independence. In this paper, 8 sets of meshes are used to forecast the resistance of the 
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underwater vehicle with the speed of 10kn. And only the base size of the mesh is changed to 

get different number of mesh, in which the size of the prismatic layer and the encrypted 

domain remain unchanged. The results of the calculations are shown in Figure. 7. 

Figure. 7 shows the comparison of the prediction of resistance values for SUBOFF 

underwater vehicle navigation at 10kn with different number of mesh, it can be concluded 

that with the increase of the number of mesh, the value of resistance decreases. When the 

number of mesh is greater than 2 million, the calculation results begin to converge. Taking 

into account the calculation efficiency and accuracy of the problem, the number of mesh used 

for the subsequent calculations is 2,393,000. 

 

Figure. 7. Mesh convergence analysis. 

3.4.2 Numerical verification 

In this paper, the resistance calculation results of the SUBOFF underwater vehicle in 

straight- line navigation are compared with the experimental data measured by Roddy in the 

towing tank in 1990 [23,24], as shown in Table 2 and Figure. 8, which can be found that the 

simulated values of the resistance under different speeds are in good agreement with the 

experimental data. And with the increase of the underwater vehicle speed, the resistance 

increases continuously and the growth rate becomes faster. The relative errors between the 

resistance values predicted and the experimental data are within ±3%.  

Table 2. Comparison of underwater vehicle resistance prediction under different 

speeds. 

Velocity/kn Test data/N Simulation data/N Relative error 

5.93 102.3 104.27 1.93% 

10 283.8 283.16 -0.22% 

11.85 389.2 389.40 0.05% 

13.92 526.6 527.06 0.09% 

16 675.6 684.69 1.35% 
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17.79 821.1 835.84 1.80% 

  

Figure. 8. Predicted value of SUBOFF resistance at different speeds. 

4. Results and Discussion 

The research object of the self-propelled simulation is the combination of SUBOFF fully 

attached underwater vehicle with the E1619 propeller, in order to achieve interaction between 

the underwater vehicle, propeller, and rudders. 

Before conducting the self-propulsion calculation of the SUBOFF underwater vehicle, 

it is necessary to determine the open water performance of the E1619 propeller, which means 

it needs to be subjected to open-water testing. The open-water test of E1619 propeller has 

been completed in CNR-INSEAN, Italy, and many scholars have also carried out CFD 

calculations on the open-water performance of E1619 propeller, and the results are in good 

agreement with the test values. The geometric model of E1619 propeller is shown in Figure. 

9, and the open-water performance of E1619 propeller used in this paper is taken from the 

test data of Chase et al. [2], as shown in Figure. 10. 

 

(A) 

 

(B) 

Figure. 9. Geometric model of E1619 propeller. (A) Front view. (B) Side view. 
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Figure. 10. Open water characteristic curve of the E1619 propeller. 

4.1 Determination of self-propulsion point 

4.1.1 The static forecast 

This paper calculates the self-propulsion point when the underwater vehicle is 

navigating at the speed of 2.75m/s. The underwater vehicle resistance is 82.3 N at the given 

speed Va is 2.75m/s, which is obtained by the interpolation of the straight-line navigation 

resistance curve in section 3.4.2. Based on the design reference value of underwater vehicles’ 

thrust deduction coefficient (0.1~0.18) [1], the initial thrust deduction coefficient t0=0.14 is 

assumed. And the thrust coefficient KT corresponding to the maximum open-water efficiency 

is found on the given open-water characteristic curve of the E1619 propeller to obtain the 

initial propeller rotational speed 𝑛 is 606 rpm. 

During the static forecasting process, maintain the inlet velocity V=2.75m/s and 

Reynolds number Re=1.2×10
7
. Figure. 11 shows the thrust and resistance values of the 

underwater vehicle under different propeller rotational speeds. As the propeller speed 

increases, the resistance of the underwater vehicle and the thrust of the propeller both show 

increasing trends, with the thrust increasing at a significantly higher speed than the resistance. 

Subsequently, the self-propulsion point is calculated using the cubic spline interpolation 

method, which are: the propeller rotational speed is 617.36rpm, at which the thrust and 

resistance are both equal to 96.45N. 

 

Figure. 11. Static forecasting results. 
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4.1.2 The dynamic forecast 

The DFBI (Dynamic Fluid Body Interaction) model is used in the dynamic forecasting 

process, which can be used to calculate the forces and moments exerted by a rigid body in 

fluid and to simulate the relative motion between the fluid and the rigid body. By changing 

the rotational speed of the propeller several times, the speed of SUBOFF underwater vehicle 

at the time of convergence of thrust and drag is calculated until the speed reaches 2.75 m/s. 

The calculation results are shown in Figure. 12. The third spline interpolation method is used 

to obtain the propeller rotational speed of 607.7 rpm at the self-propulsion point, with the 

thrust and resistance equal to 92.068 N. 

 

Figure. 12. Dynamic forecasting results. 

The results of the comparison between static and dynamic forecasts are shown in Table 

3, and the relative errors of thrust, drag and propeller rotational speed are all within 5%, 

which indicates that the calculation of the self-propulsion point by these two methods is 

relatively reliable. However, it is worth mentioning that in the process of static forecast, the 

results start to converge after 6.5s of calculation, whereas the results of the dynamic forecast 

need to be calculated for about 45s, which can be seen that in the case of similar results of 

the two methods, the choice of static forecast can greatly save the calculation time. 

The self-propulsion point of the underwater vehicle derived from the dynamic forecast 

is substituted into the numerical model to calculate again, its speed and acceleration time 

history curves are shown in Figure. 13, with the acceleration decreasing to zero, the speed 

gradually converges to the stable value of 2.75 m/s. The time history curves of the thrust and 

resistance are shown in Figure. 14, the thrust and resistance eventually stabilized at 92.068N. 

Table 3. Comparison of static prediction and dynamic prediction results. 

Methods Thrust/N 
Relative 

Error 

Propeller rotational 

speed /rpm 

Relative 

Error 

The static forecast 96.450 - 617.360 - 

The dynamic forecast 92.068 -4.54% 607.700 -1.56% 
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Figure. 13. Time history curves of the dynamic forecasting speed and acceleration. 

 

Figure. 14. Time history curves of the dynamic forecasting of thrust and resistance. 

4.1.3 Flow field analysis 

The velocity distribution of the underwater vehicle's mid longitudinal section obtained 

from static and dynamic forecasting calculations is shown in Figure. 15. During the dynamic 

forecasting process, the velocity field around the hull shows a flowing state. In the flow field 

domain of the propeller, it is evident that a strip shaped wake is generated due to the rotation 

of the propeller. The velocity nephogram of the propeller disc (x=0.978L) is shown in Figure. 

16. The velocity field forecasted by both methods are similar, with a "four-leafed-clover" 

shape.  

 

(A) 
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(B) 

Figure. 15. Velocity nephogram of self-propelled predicted (middle longitudinal 

section). (A) Static forecast. (B) Dynamic forecast. 

 

(A) 

 

(B) 

Figure. 16. Velocity nephogram of self-propelled predicted (propeller disk x = 0.978L). 

(A) Static forecast. (B) Dynamic forecast. 

The vortex structures under the self-propulsion point are shown in Figure. 17, which are 

described based on the Q criterion (Q=10). The vortex structures obtained by static and 

dynamic forecasting methods are basically the same, and the vortex structures in the propeller 

domain is reflected in a circular shape, which are different from that generated by the real 

propeller rotation. It cannot capture the tip vortex and blade root vortex well, but can capture 

the tail wing vortex and the horseshoe vortex at the enclosure. 
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(A) (B) 

Figure. 17. Vortex structures of SUBOFF underwater vehicle self-propelled (Q = 10 

iso-surface). (A) Static forecast. (B) Dynamic forecast. 

4.2 Self-propulsion performance parameters 

During the self-propelled process of the underwater vehicle, the interaction between the 

hull and the propeller is mainly manifested in the following three aspects, as shown in Figure. 

18: 

(1) The flow fluid behind the underwater vehicle has an impact on the inflow of the 

propeller, resulting in the inflow velocity VA of the propeller is less than the actual underwater 

vehicle speed VS; 

(2) The rotation of the propeller behind the hull affects the flow field around the hull, 

resulting in the actual required thrust T being greater than the resistance R of the bare hull; 

(3) The torque QB of the propeller is not equal to that of the propeller in the open water 

for the same thrust. 

 

Figure. 18. Schematic diagram of propeller hull interaction. 

The calculated torque Q of the propeller and velocity coefficient J at different propeller 

rotational speeds are shown in Figure. 19. It can be seen that the propeller torque Q shows an 

increasing trend as the speed increases, while the velocity coefficient J remains basically 

unchanged. Moreover, the results forecasted by these two methods are not significantly 

different. The maximum relative errors of torque and velocity coefficient are 7.37% and -

4.41%, respectively. When the propeller rotational speed is close to the self-propulsion point, 

the torque and velocity coefficient forecasted by the two methods are similar. 
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Figure. 19. Variation of torque Q and advance coefficient J with propeller speed. 

The thrust and resistance obtained based on these two methods (static forecast and 

dynamic forecast) are shown in Figure. 20. It can be seen that the thrust and resistance in 

static forecast are not equal at different propeller rotational speeds except for the self-

propulsion point. In dynamic prediction, the thrust and resistance are equal at different 

propeller rotational speeds. The reason is that the flow field around the hull flows at the speed 

of 2.75m/s during the static forecast, the propeller is in a light load state when the propeller 

rotational speed is lower than the self-propulsion point, with the thrust less than resistance 

and unable to fully utilize the main engine power. Conversely, the hull accelerates from zero 

speed to a stable speed at a given propeller rotational speed in the process of dynamic forecast. 

It is in a heavy load state with the thrust greater than resistance, so the calculated thrust and 

resistance are equal. And when the propeller rotational speed is between 570 and 640 rpm, 

the range of thrust and resistance changes obtained from the dynamic forecast is smaller than 

that obtained from the static forecast. 

  

(A) (B) 

Figure. 20. Comparison of thrust and resistance between static forecast and dynamic 

forecast. (A) Static forecasting results. (B) Dynamic forecasting results. 

The thrust coefficient KT, torque coefficient KQ, velocity coefficient J, wake fraction , 

thrust deduction coefficient t, and relative rotational efficiency  hydrodynamic performance 

parameters can be obtained through the self-propulsion calculations. The influence of the 

underwater vehicle on the propeller is established by the wake fraction , because the flow 

around the hull affects the inlet velocity of the propeller disc. On the contrary, the influence 
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of the propeller on the underwater vehicle is established by thrust deduction coefficient t, 

because the rotation of the propeller changes the pressure distribution behind the hull, leading 

to an increase in resistance. The calculation formulas for the relevant parameters are as 

follows: 

 
𝐽 =

𝑉𝐴
𝑛𝐷

 (12) 

 
𝐾𝑇 =

𝑇

𝜌𝑛2𝐷4
 (13) 

 
𝐾𝑄 =

𝑄

𝜌𝑛2𝐷5
 (14) 

 
𝜂 =

𝐾𝑄0
𝐾𝑄𝐵

 (15) 

 
𝜔 = 1 −

𝑉𝐴
𝑉𝑆

 (16) 

 
𝑡 = 1 −

𝑅

𝑇
 (17) 

Note: The KQ0 is the torque coefficient obtained from the open water performance curve 

of the E1619 propeller using the equal thrust method based on the thrust coefficient behind 

the hull, KQB is the torque coefficient behind the hull at the self-propulsion point. The 

resistance R in the thrust deduction coefficient is the straight-line navigation resistance when 

the propeller is not installed behind the underwater vehicle. 

The comparison of self-propulsion point parameters between the static forecast and the 

dynamic forecast is shown in the Table 4. The wake fraction is equal the sum of the frictional 

wake f, potential wake p and wave-making wake w, and the thrust deduction coefficient 

t is roughly equal to the potential wake p in theory, so in general, the thrust deduction 

coefficient t is smaller than the wake fraction, which is verified by the calculations. 

Table 4. Comparison of self-propulsion point parameters between static forecast and 

dynamic forecast. 

Method 
Rotational 

speed/rpm 
𝑲𝑻 𝑲𝑸 𝜼 

Static forecast 617.36 

0.193 0.038 98.32% 

𝝎 𝒕 𝑱 

0.175 0.147 0.842 

Dynamic forecast 607.70 

𝑲𝑻 𝑲𝑸 𝜼 

0.190 0.038 99.08% 

𝝎 𝒕 𝑱 

0.183 0.106 0.847 
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5. Conclusions 

In this paper, the self-propelled simulation of the SUBOFF was carried out based on the 

body force method and the open-water characteristic curve of the E1619 propeller. And the 

underwater vehicle's self-propulsion point was calculated by using two methods: static 

forecast and dynamic forecast. The specific conclusions are as follows:  

(1) The self-propulsion point obtained from the static and dynamic forecasts at the speed 

of 2.75 m/s is as follows: the propeller rotational speeds are 617.36 rpm and 607.70 rpm, 

respectively, and the thrusts are 96.45 N and 92.07 N, respectively. The relative error of the 

propeller rotational speeds is -1.56%, and that of the thrusts are -4.54%. 

(2) By analyzing the hull velocity nephograms obtained by these two forecasting 

methods, the strip shaped wake generated by the propeller rotation can be seen more clearly. 

The vortex structures obtained by both static and dynamic forecasting methods are basically 

the same, and that in the propeller domain is reflected in a circular shape, which cannot 

capture the tip vortex and blade root vortex well, but can capture the tail wing vortex and the 

horseshoe vortex at the enclosure. 

(3) The calculations of the thrust coefficient, torque coefficient, velocity coefficient, 

wake fraction, thrust deduction coefficient, and relative rotational efficiency hydrodynamic 

performance parameters based on the static and dynamic forecasts are close, with the relative 

errors all within 3%. 
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